
Ananda Gupta <aanondo@gmail.com>

RE: DELAY IN CLAIM STATUS FOR
CLI/2011/161112/0035917

Ananda Gupta <aanondo@gmail.com> Wed, Feb 9, 2011 at 12:35 AM
To: "Manu (Risk Managers)" <manu@riskmanagers.in>
Cc: Dinesh Sharma <khulbed@yahoo.com>

Hi Manu,
 
I met my doctor on Monday after getting to know of the necessary via your mail.
He has clearly stated that all the necessary documents have been shared with Star
 
All Operative Notes, PUS culture reports etc. have been given. Moreover, all the hospital has also given signed
copies of the casesheet to the investigators 'Sheild' who were appointed by Star to investigate the case.
 
Not only has the doctor and hospital cooperated, even my Office has done so with Star and Shield, by
providing them with necessary information.
 
I am also surprised at reading this mail exchange, that they (star) did not get in touch with the hospital to get
the necessary details. Whereas, all that they need is from the hospital.
 
I have also received a mail via post, wherein they have asked me for Previous Discharge information, apart
from the ones that were sent in your mail. I am surprised, and it makes me wonder if this is my case sheet.
Just for the records - I was never admitted earlier, so there is no such thing.
 
You too have a received copy all the records that they have 'received'. And all that clearly stated, that there
was no co-morbid conditions and that since there were  deep insertions, I (the patient) had to be in hospital.
 
I am grateful that I still have my right leg, but I think Star will never get the point.
 
As a request: Please get me a new mediclaim company, as these fellow seem to be inefficient and
unconcerned.
 
Summary - They have all that I had and more from Shield. If they need something let them as the hospital for
it.
 
Best,
Ananda
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